Next, take any Bible and turn to the Book of Numbers, Chapter 21,

Verse lb:
"Wherefore it is said in the book of the wars of the Lord, What
he did in the Red Sea, and the brooks of Arnon.."
This is in reference to Moses and the parting cf the Red Sea which
moet of you have become acquínted with even seeing a Movie by the romance
Producers of Hollywood. Most Movie critics will admit that the Movie and
its production showed a great deal of research. Many of the scenes required
research from other Ancient writtings outside of the Bible.,except for one that was omitted that is common to any Bible Scholar
and it deals directly
with Moses parting the Red. Sea. The reason it was omitted; to protect
the Patriarch Society system.(This is changing the word of the Bible and
THE WORD here is translated to mean:Logos or expression of God)
If' we turn to the book Wars of the Lord, the beginning: We find that Moses was not only subject to the women of tribes, but
received mathematical equations from the women of the Clan and instructions from Clan Mothers on what elements of Nature
that could be used and at what time.
Some of you may get confused by the many condensed translations
of this book, however, you must have Ancient thinking to understand the
Rules or Laws or Requirements that are stated in the book.
Now before Moses could use power to part the Red Sea, he had to go by
rules laid down by the women.
The Bible again, book of Exodus, Chapter lh, Verse 19: "And the Angel of God, which went before the Camp of’ Isreal;
removed and went behind them; and the Pillar of the Cloud went from before their face, and stood behind them.(20)And it came
between the camp of the Egyptians and the Camp of Isreal; and it was a cloud and darkness to them, but it gave light by night to
these: so that the one came not near the
other all the night."
Now back to the book wars of the Lord, the beginning: It states
that the GREAT SPIRIT called the women of the Clan,' DAUGHTERS, which the
Bible An Angel of God; were in charge of spiritual ma11h@matíCal
equations and their cycles. Now these mathematical equations were subject

